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While many people in the UK will welcome the chance to get out 
in the sun this summer, spare a thought for construction workers, 
many of whom will have to work outside in full PPE, regardless of 
the weather.

Heat stress is a very real problem. It can lead to heat exhaustion 
and, in the most severe cases, heat stroke, which can mean 
construction workers are unable to concentrate fully and can 
experience muscle cramps and fainting. Clearly, this can have 
an impact on people’s wellbeing and safety on site.

Those working outside are also more at risk from skin cancer. 
Cancer Research UK reports that there are about 15,400 new 
cases of, and 2,400 deaths from, melanoma skin cancer each year. 
Additionally, the Institution of Occupational Safety and Health 
says there are almost 3,000 cases of non-melanoma skin cancer 
caused by exposure to UV radiation from the sun at work and 
around 250 case of malignant melanoma.

Have a hot weather working strategy

With summer around the corner, it is therefore essential that 
employers ensure they have hot weather working strategies in 
place. These will include providing site workers with plenty of 
drinking water to prevent dehydration and building in regular 
breaks, where they can rest out of the sun and remove PPE 
in safety.

Choose suitable, comfortable PPE

Along with safety, comfort of PPE is paramount – if it is not 
comfortable, then people may not wear it. This means clothing 
has to be lightweight and breathable and must offer sufficient 
protection from the sun, with an Ultraviolet Protection Factor 
of 50 or more.

It is also worth considering choosing safety footwear with 
breathable linings, so workers’ feet are cool and comfortable 
in the summer months. This does not mean investing in two 
sets of boots or shoes either - they keep feet warm when the 
temperature drops.

Hard hats can be a particular source of discomfort in hot weather; 
wearing one makes losing heat more of a challenge. In the hottest 
conditions, it is worth considering issuing helmet cooler systems 
to reduce heat. The Kalis system from manufacturer Centurion, for 
example, can cool the head to 15°C below ambient temperature, 
making it much easier for the wearer to regulate their body heat.

Protect eyes from damaging UV

The level of UV protection offered by protective eyewear is an 
important consideration during the summer months. Lenses 
meeting EN170 Ultraviolet filters give UVA and UVB protection and 
should also conform to EN172 Specification for sun glare filters for 
industrial use, meaning they offer protection up to UV780NM.

Additionally, protective eyewear sold in the EU and the UK must 
meet EN166:2001 Personal eye protection - specifications, which 
lays out the minimum resistance of frames and lenses against a 
number of risks, from dropping onto a hard surface, to impact from 
flying projectiles and ageing through exposure to heat, light and 
corrosive materials.

Educate workers on the dangers

Alongside PPE, it is important that hot weather working strategies 
include education of workers on the dangers of heat stress and 
too much sun: from staying hydrated; applying sunscreen before 
a shift and every two hours thereafter, to keeping tops on – 
particularly if they are wearing hi-vis clothing.

The summer months also bring more insects and with them, 
increased risks of bites and stings; it is a good idea to have a 
record of anyone who suffers from allergic reactions and to make 
the team aware of how to deal with an adverse reaction, such 
as using epi-pens, should anything happen.

In fact, the success of a hot weather working strategy is built 
on everyone on site looking out for one another, as well as 
themselves. This should keep everyone safe, coherent and happy, 
which will have a positive impact on any company’s productivity.

We offer a range of PPE appropriate for hot weather, from breathable hi-vis clothing and footwear, 
to UV400-rated protective eyewear and hard hat cooling systems.

Our team will also be happy to help customers develop hot weather working strategies, providing 
independent advice on the best approaches and equipment. For more information or to book one of 
these services, please call us on 01293 744 444 or email hello@onsite-support.co.uk

This summer, many people in UK construction will have to work in hot conditions, 

potentially putting their health and safety at risk. PPE is an important element of 

any hot weather working strategy, says OnSite Support’s Damian Lynes.
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Summer Eyewear

Lens marking

Lens marking must include the scale number for filtering 
lenses and the manufacturer's name (logo or brand 
recommended by the manufacturer). 

Mechanical strength symbols:
B.  Medium energy impact, resists a 6mm, 0.86g ball  

at 120m/s
T.  The letter T, immediately after the mechanical strength 

symbol, authorises use for high speed particles at 
extreme temperatures

F.  Low energy impact, resists a 6mm, 0.86g ball at 45m/s
S.  Extra strong, resists a 22 mm 43g ball falling 1.3m  

at 5.1m/s

Optical class symbols:
1. Continuous work

Use symbols:
9. Molten metal and hot solids

Others symbols:
K.  Resistance to surface damage by fine  

particles (optional) 
N. Resistance to fogging (optional)

UV and the effects on the eye
When protecting the eyes it is important to select the 
correct type of lens filter. Clear polycarbonate lenses 
offer protection at the lower (UV215 to 380NM) range, 
whilst a filter conforming to EN172 offers additional 
protection through to 780NM.

We offer an Eye Protection Audit.  
See page 14 for more information.

Frame marking

Frame marking must include the CE Symbol and 
manufacturer's name (logo or brand). If the glasses 
refer to the EN standard, the EN standard number is 
mandatory together with the various use and mechanical 
strength symbols, in accordance with the tests requested 
by the manufacturer. 

Mechanical strength symbols:
B.  Medium energy impact, resists a 6mm, 0.86g ball  

at 120m/s
S.  Extra strong, resists a 22mm, 43g ball falling 1.3m
T.  The letter T, immediately after the mechanical strength 

symbol, authorises use for high speed particles at 
extreme temperatures 

Use symbols:
3.  Liquid droplets or splashes
4.  Large dust particles > 5 microns
5.  Gas and fine dust particles < 5 microns
9.  Molten metal and hot solids

Standards

Recommended 
during high  
UV radiation

Guaranteed minimum resistance 
of the protective eyewear against 
everyday risks including dropping 
the protective eyewear onto the 
ground, ageing by light exposure, 
exposure to heat or corrosion etc.

EN170 EN166

Suitable for gas  
welding/cutting

Anti-mist lenses

Lightweight

Scratch resistant

Sun spec

UV 400 rating

Key to icons

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Summer Eyewear

 • Offers all-round vision and fits all face shapes thanks to its adjustable temples
 • Upper protection
 • Adjustable temples
 • EN166 F

Bollé Viper Safety Glasses with Anti-Mist Anti-Scratch Lens

Bollé Rush Safety Glasses with Anti-Mist Anti-Scratch Lens

 • Offers perfect optical quality, maximum 
comfort and a modern design
 • Adjustable non-slip bridge – designed 
to adapt to the nose so the frame sits 
perfectly on the face
 • Technology approved for permanent wear 
and certified with perfect  
optical quality with anti-fog and 
antiscratch coatings
 • 99.9% UVA/UVB protection
 • Clear lens
 • EN166 F

Code: SP2RUSHPSI

Colour:  Code: 
Clear SP2VIPPSI
Tinted  SP2VIPCF

Bollé Silium Safety Glasses

 • Modern anti-static, non-slip tipgrip temples
 • Metal frame
 • EN166 F
 • Maximum protection for glasses.

Bollé Tracker II Safety Glasses

 • Removable adjustable strap
 • Upper and lower protection
 • Side ventilation
 • Removable foam reinforcement with 
indirect ventilation
 • 52g
 • Ultra-comfortable and technical tracker 
provides protection from all mechanical 
risks and also chemical risks, making it 
unique in the safety glasses range
 • Strap must be used for EN166B protection
 • Clear

Code: SP2T22

Colour:  Code: 
Clear SP2SI2
Smoke  SP2SI3

Fits all  
face shapes

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Bollé Bandido Clear Safety 
Glasses comes with Neck Cord

 • Made entirely of highly-resistant 
polycarbonate
 • Technology approved for permanent 
wear and certified with perfect  
optical quality with anti-fog and  
anti-scratch coatings
 • 99.9% UVA/UVB protection
 • Neck cord
 • Clear

Code: SP2BANCL1

Bollé Bandido Tinted Safety 
Glasses comes with Neck Cord

 • Made entirely of highly-resistant 
polycarbonate
 • Technology approved for permanent 
wear and certified with perfect  
optical quality with anti-fog and  
anti-scratch coatings
 • 99.9% UVA/UVB protection
 • Neck cord
 • Tint/smoked
 • EN166 F

Code: SP2BANTI1

Bollé Contour Safety Glasses

Colour:  Code: 
Smoke tint CONTPSF
Clear  CONTPSI
Amber ESP lens CONTESP

 • Only 21g in weight offering unparallelled 
levels of fit and user acceptance
 • TPE arms provide excellent grip
 • Also supplied with free microfibre bag
 • Designer sports-style glasses
 • EN166 F

Code: SP2SQUPSI

Bollé Squale Overglasses with Anti-Mist Anti-Scratch Lens

 • High-quality overspectacle
 • Adjustable arms and neck cord
 • Designed to fit over prescription spectacles
 • Upper protection, adjustable temples, lower protection
 • EN166 F
 • Clear

Fits over 
prescription 
spectacles

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Colour:  Code: 
Clear SP2RP1
Smoke  SP2RP2

Summer Eyewear

Bollé Contour Metal 
Lightweight Safety Spectacles

 • Stylish and effective
 • Increased upper protection
 • Non-slip tipgrip temples
 • 160% Flex temples
 • Non-slip bridge
 • ESP, extra sensory perception
 • An innovative coating to reduce dazzle 
and the harmful affects of blue light
 • B-ESP filters 57% of blue light, transmits 
64% of visible light
 • 99.99% of UVA/UVB
 • Maximum protection for glasses
 • EN166 F

Bollé B-Line BL11 Overglasses

 • High quality over spectacles 
 • Clear
 • EN166 F
 • EN170: recommended during high  
UV radiation

Code: SP2BL11

Colour:  Code: 
Clear BL2CMETCL
Tint/smoke  BL2CMETTI

Bollé Rush Plus, Platinum Coated Safety Glasses with Anti-Scratch 
& Anti-Mist Lens

 • Ultra-sporty design with ultra-flexible, 
co-injected and customisable temples 
(MOQs apply)
 • Offers upper protection, non-slip 
adjustable bridge, Platinum® coating, 
ultra-flexible temples

 • Anti-fog Platinum coating, UV light 
filtration and resistance to high speed 
particles at extreme temperatures
 • EN166 F

Bollé Rush Plus Twilight, Platinum® Coated, Customisable Safety Glasses 
with Anti-Scratch & Anti-Mist Lens

 • Ultra-sporty design with ultra-flexible, 
co-injected and customisable temples 
(MOQs apply)
 • Offers upper protection, non-slip 
adjustable bridge, Platinum® coating, 
ultra-flexible temples
 • Anti-fog Platinum® coating, UV light 
filtration and resistance to high speed 
particles at extreme temperatures
 • New Twilight technology offers the 
advantages of ESP with a double  
anti-fog coating (on both sides of the 
lenses) to prevent fogging in the most 
challenging conditions

 • Designed and used in low light 
conditions, it improves contrast
 • Its light transmission rate is perfect  
for outdoors, particularly early morning 
and late evening
 • Twilight filters 76% of blue light making  
it ideal for VDU users
 • EN166 F

Code: SP2RP3

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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 • Non-slip arms grip the head holding the Super G securely in place 
for all workplace activities
 • Ultra-thin lens provides great field of vison
 • Lightest safety spectacle only 18g
 • Metal-free
 • Flexible nose bridge enables wearer to acheive a comfortable fit
 • Uvex supravision HC-AF lens coating – permanent anti-fog on the 
inside, scratch-resistant on the outside, which helps to increase 
safety and prolongs the life of the product

Uvex Super G Safety Spectacles with Anti-Fog & Anti-Scratch Lens

Uvex Pheos Safety Goggles 
with Clear Anti-Mist 
& Anti-Scratch Lens

 • Wraparound and stylish
 • Dual component arms provide  
great grip
 • Large non-rimmed lens provides 
excellent all round vision
 • Clear
 • EN166 F

Code: 9192215

Colour:  Code: 
Clear lens 9172265

Uvex I-Works Safety Spectacles with Anti-Fog & Anti-Scratch Lens

 • Provide high-quality protection and comfort combined with a stylish design
 • High-performance protective lens that is anti-fog inside and scratch-resistant outside
 • 100% UV 400 protection
 • 100% metal-free for reduced weight
 • Panoramic lens with enhanced lateral vision
 • Soft grip side arms for a secure and pressure-free fit
 • EN166 1F KN CE

Frame colour:  Lens colour:  Code: 
Anthracite/blue  Clear 9194.171
Anthracite/orange  Grey tinted  9194.270
Black/yellow  Amber 9194.365

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Summer Eyewear

Xcess X2 Safety Spectacles with Anti-Mist & Anti-Scratch Lens 

 • Lightweight, close-fitting frame for increased protection
 • Comes with drawstring pouch
 • EN166 1 FT KN EN170

Xtreme X2 Safety Spectacles 

 • Lightweight 22g with anti-mist,  
scratch-resistant lenses
 • Comes with drawstring pouch
 • Available in HD blue, smoke grey  
and clear
 • EN166 1 FT KN EN170

X2 High Performance Safety Spectacles (Shade 5 for Cutting)

 • Wraparound gas and flame cutting safety spectacles
 • Snug fit to the face for safety
 • Comfortable ear pieces and nosebridge
 • Tinted shade 5
 • EN166 F

Code: SSP300-SH5

Colour:  Code: 
Clear SP2X24232
XTP 50:50 (tint)  SP2X24236
Amber SP2X24284
Blue mirror  SP2X24285

Colour:  Code: 
Clear SP2X24332
Smoke grey  SP2X24333
HD blue SP2X24338

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk

Xcalibur Safety Goggles

 • The most compatible goggle when using a hard hat and RPE
 • Anti-mist and scratch-resistant
 • EN166 1BT EN170

Code: SP2X24832



Summer Eyewear

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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 • Offers increased peripheral vision and 
excellent anti-mist properties, whilst 
being extremely lightweight
 • Innovative frame combines hard and soft 
components to create a soft effective 
seal around the eyes
 • Goggle is permanently anti-fog on  
the inside, scratch-resistant on the 
outside and suitable for virtually all  
light environments
 • Can be worn over most  
prescription spectacles
 • EN166 B

Code: 9302247

Uvex Ultrasonic Safety 
Goggles with Clear Anti-Fog 
& Anti-Scratch Lens

 • Excellent peripheral vision and  
anti-mist properties
 • Can be worn over most  
prescription spectacles
 • Extremely comfortable fit
 • Extremely lightweight
 • Innovative frame combines hard and soft 
components to create a soft effective 
seal around the eyes
 • Wide, fully-adjustable headband
 • Combined hard and soft materials ensure 
a comfortable fit for long periods of wear
 • Clear
 • EN166 1B

Code: 9302645

Gas Welders’ Goggles, One Piece Lens

 • Ski-style, wraparound welding goggles  
for comfort and style
 • Shade 5
 • EN166 B

 • Large adjustable strap, fits over 
prescription glasses
 • Compatible with half-mask respirator
 • EN166 1B

Code: GG2BA1

Bollé Attack Safety Goggles

Uvex Ultrasonic Goggles with Brown SCT Sunglare Lens

Code: SWG505



For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Bollé B500 Lens Cleaning Towelettes

 • Individual pre-moistened cleaning tissues
 • Anti-static
 • Anti-reflective
 • Anti-bacteria
 • Box of 500

Code: SP3LCT1



Summer Eyewear

Spectacle Nylon Bag with Cord

 • Washable microfibre storage bag to 
keep your eyewear clean and in pristine 
condition for your safety and comfort
 • Microfibre storage bag doubles as  
a handy lens wipe, suitable for use with 
most spectacles
 • Black

Code: 9954550

Sport Spectacle Hanging Cord

 • Stylish, sporty and practical, breaks free 
in emergency
 • Used to keep your spectacles from 
falling or dropping
 • Can be secured on each arm of the 
spectacles and worn around the neck
 • Suitable for use with most spectacles
 • Adjustable size
 • Black

Code: 9958005

Spectacle Hanging Cord

 • Standard spectacle hanging cord
 • Breaks free in emergency
 • Used to keep your spectacles from 
falling or dropping
 • Can be secured on each arm of the 
spectacles and worn around the neck, 
suitable for use with most spectacles
 • Adjustable size

Colour: Code: 
Black 9959002
Blue  9959003

Lens Cleaning Station comes 
with Cleaning Fluid & Tissues

 • Wall mounted
 • Cleaning station includes four boxes  
of 450 non-abrasive tissues and one 
16oz cleaning fluid
 • Helps protect your PPE
 • Suitable for use with most spectacles
 • Durable plastic
 • Refills available at 9991000 and 9992000

Code: 9990000 Code: 9991000

Replacement Cleaning Solution 
for Lens Cleaning Station

 • Specially-designed for anti-fog and 
scratch-resistant coatings
 • Pump-action lens cleaning spray
 • Suitable for use with most spectacles
 • Fits 999000
 • 500ml bottle

Code: 9992000

Replacement Tissues for 
Lens Cleaning Station

 • Tissues are non-abrasive, absorbent and 
low lint
 • Each box contains 450 tissues,  
36 boxes per case
 • Packs fit 9990000
 • Environmentally friendly
 • Protects lens coatings
 • Recyclable packaging

To support a fast and 
efficient delivery of 

products to your sites,  
you can order our  
products online at  

onsite-support.co.uk

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Rail Standard compliantSummer Head Protection

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Replacement Sweatband for EVO Range Helmets

 • For Evo2, Evo3 and Evolite
 • Does not fit EVO8®
 • One size

Code: HM2RSBEVO

Centurion Kalis Dry Cooling Pad System for Safety Helmets

 • Provides enhanced cooling comfort  
for the wearer as it is 100% dry and  
cools the head down to 15°C below ambient temperature
 • The revolutionary technology is activated with a small amount 
of water and re-activation is only required every 1–3 days
 • Weighs just 40g
 • Fits any helmet whilst it continues to meet the requirements of 
EN397 with the helmet pad fitted

Colour:  Code: 
Yellow/black S31DCHP

Navy Baseball Style Bump Cap

Code: HBCJTC1

 • Designed as a safeguard against accidental 
bumping or scraping of the head
 • Low-dome profile of the cap allows it to 
be worn with other safety protection such 
as ear plugs, spectacles, goggles and 
respiratory masks
 • Fully conforms to latest 2001 release  
of EN812
 • Navy



Hi-Vis & Summer Clothing

Safety standards

This standard specifies the bare 
minimum in conformance for visibility 
on site and has several classes within 
it ranging from 1 to 3. The higher the 
number, the more material is present 

on the garment. In certain circumstances, you will only 
be permitted class 3 garments, and be aware that the 
20471 standard allows for 2 garments to be tested as a 
set (trousers and jacket for instance) to give a combined 
higher class compliance.

Required for active rail lines and when 
working for certain contractors on 
railway tracks. From March 2017, the 
RSSB replaced GO/RT3279 with this 
standard. In technical terms, nothing 

changed between the old and new standard and GO/RT 
garments remain valid. New products will be released to 
the RIS-3279-TOM standard. 

Look out for  on items with rail compliance.

Covering chainsaw proof clothing 
exclusively, this standard should be 
sought if that level of protection is 
required. Note that usually only a part of 
the front of trousers and jacket will have 

protective material in it and it will be rated at a certain 
speed (meters per second). As a result, you need to know 
the speed of your chainsaw so that you can select the 
correct PPE.

Specifically for waterproof garments, 
the breathable aspect of EN343 has 
been much discussed in recent times. 
The ratings given are X:X, the first number 
(1-3) being waterproofness and the second 

number being breathability. 3 is the highest number so 
the ideal garment will be rated 3:3 but within that test 
there are a range of garments performing to various levels 
within EN343 and still claiming a classification of 3:3. If 
inclement weather is a real concern of yours, please talk 
to us as we have solutions which will help you be more 
comfortable, more effective and remain compliant. 

Look out for  for compliant garments.

If there is a marginal risk of flame/fire 
then EN533 will give you limited flame 
spread properties within the garment. 
ISO14166 has replaced EN533. The spread 
index will range from 1 to 3 with 3 being 

the most resistant. These garments are designed to protect 
the wearer from brief contact with small flames and is not 
designed to be a garment protecting the wearer from heat.

If you are undertaking welding or  
allied processes, look for this standard. 
It’s important not to simply have a heat 
proof garment since your contact with 
both heat and fire is a risk which this 

standard takes into account.

Should you need antistatic properties 
in your garments, this is the standard 
you’re looking for. It is achieved by simply 
weaving a conductive thread through 
them – often carbon based – essentially 

creating a Faraday cage effect around the wearer. 

This standard is for electrical workers 
to ensure they are protected from the 
thermal hazards of electric arc flashes, 
which for up to a second, can expose a 
person to temperatures up to 19,000°C. 

If you’re likely to suffer 
small splashes from liquid 
chemicals, this standard 
is likely all you need. 
Where total coverage is 

required, look out for EN 14605.

EN20471

RIS-3279-TOM

EN381

EN343

EN533 /  
ISO 14116

EN470

EN1149

IEC 61482-2

BS EN 13034 EN14605

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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We understand that today’s corporate 
clothing needs to do more than just carry 
a name, it needs to reflect an image.

We can take an existing design and 
tweak it with your own combination of 
colours, sleeves, pockets, etc.

Embroidery: The method of choice for 
premium branding collars etc to really 
reflect your image. With low minimum 

quantities and relatively short lead times, 
this scheme is ideal for minimum hassle 
with maximum impact. From one garment 
to thousands, we’re experts in the many 
methods of garment marking, including:

1. Heat Seal Transfers – Durable, sharp 
and clear with rapid turnaround

2. Screen Printing – Excellent value, 
ideal for larger quantities

Corporate Uniform Personalisation 
and Branding Services

Fully Bespoke 
Workwear 
Branding Service
We can work with you to 
create a unique corporate 
image entirely from scratch. 
We will listen to your 
requirements, visit the 
working environments and 
gain an understanding of 
your brand values in order  
to get the look and feel  
just right.

Bespoke clothing



Hi-Vis & Summer Clothing

Hi-Vis Coolviz Long 
Sleeved Polo Shirt

 • 100% Coolviz polyester 185gsm
 • Generous fit
 • Optimal wearer movement
 • Yellow
 • EN20471 Class 3

Code: 2041CV

Hi-Vis Coolviz Polo Shirt 
– Yellow

 • Coolplus fabric technology originally 
designed for use in professional sports 
means this polo shirt keeps you cool  
in warm conditions, offering superb 
comfort and performance
 • Quick drying: synthetic fibres retain 
minimum water
 • Moisture wicking: transfers moisture 
away from the skin
 • Easy to care for: resilient fabric resists 
creasing, washes easily
 • Rib knit collar with three button placket
 • Open hem cuffs
 • Fabric: 100% polyester Coolplus®
 • EN20471 Class 2

Code: VS2HVP2

Hi-Vis Coolviz Polo Shirt 
– Orange

 • Coolplus fabric technology originally 
designed for use in professional sports 
means this polo shirt keeps you cool  
in warm conditions, offering superb 
comfort and performance
 • Quick drying: synthetic fibres retain 
minimum water
 • Moisture wicking: transfers moisture 
away from the skin
 • Easy to care for: resilient fabric resists 
creasing, washes easily
 • Rib knit collar with three button placket
 • Open hem cuffs
 • Fabric: 100% polyester Coolplus®
 • EN20471 Class 2

Code: VS2HVPO

Hi-Vis 100% Cotton Round 
Neck T-Shirt

 • Underarm mesh vents
 • Chevron tape
 • Chest Pocket
 • Orange

Code: VS2HVT1

Hi-Vis Coolviz Plus Long Sleeved Polo Shirt 

 • Improved breathability allows garment to stretch
 • Protect from sunburn
 • 100% polyester 130gsm
 • Mesh-ventilated underarms  
and side seams
 • Orange
 • EN20471 Class 3

Code: VS3CPP3

Sizes:  
S – 4XL

Sizes:  
M – 4XL

Sizes:  
S – 2XL

Sizes:  
M – 3XL

Sizes:  
S – 4XL

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Code: VS7LY1-ORG

Active LED Hi-Vis Yoke 
with 3 Modes

 • Comes with battery pack and USB charging lead
 • Total of 11 LED lights to front and rear
 • Three different light modes: Soft Flash (up to 
20hrs battery life), Rapid Flash (up to 15hrs), 
Constant (up to 10hrs)
 • Tested to ensure no risk of epilepsy
 • Li-ion battery charges from flat in 5hrs (5,000 full 
recharges)
 • Lightweight with inbuilt padding for comfort and 
LED loom protection
 • Velcro-adjustable shoulders and waist to allow a 
comfortable and secure fit
 • Charges by mini USB lead (included)  
and each yoke has ICE tags included
 • Orange

Sizes:  
S/L – 

XL/3XL

Ladies Superior Hi-Vis Coolviz Polo Shirt

 • Segmented reflective tape
 • Mesh-ventilated underarms and side seams
 • EN20471 Class 2

Sizes:  
XS – 3XL

Colour:  Code: 
Orange VS3LCP3

Hi-Vis Coolviz Plus Short Sleeve Polo Shirt 

 • Improved breathability allows garment to stretch
 • Protect from sunburn
 • 100% polyester 130gsm
 • Mesh-ventilated underarms and side seams
 • Orange
 • EN20471 Class 2

Code: VS3CPP4

Size:  
2XL



Fristads Cargo Shorts 254 BPC

 • Made in a new cotton-rich canvas fabric that's tough yet offers supreme comfort
 • Two front pockets
 • Two back pockets with bellows pleat for extra room
 • Bellows construction leg pocket with Velcro fastening
 • Leg pocket with telephone compartment, pen slots and tool pockets
 • D-ring
 • Broad belt loops
 • Fabric: canvas, 60% cotton, 40% polyester, brushed, 295gsm

Colour:  Code: 
Black BPC254-BLK
Khaki  BPC254-KHK
Navy BPC254-NVY

Sizes:  
28R – 46R

Evaporative Cooling Vest with Unique Polymer Chemistry

 • For protection against heat stress and UV
 • An innovative product that keeps workers cool for up to 8hrs
 • Keeps the body at an ideal temperature allowing the wearer to work in comfort
 • An innovative PVA multi-layered fabric which uses a unique polymer chemistry. Simply activate by soaking in water 
creating a chemical reaction within the fabric which enables the garments to act like a sponge
 • Adjustable side opening for added flexibility
 • 50+ UPF rated fabric to block 98% of UV rays
 • Front zip opening for easy access
 • Wicking, cooling and drying capabilities
 • Can be worn against the skin or over clothing
 • One size (reg)
 • Grey

Hi-Vis & Summer Clothing

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Breathable Foot protection

Key to icons

Waterproof and breathableSteel toe cap

Composite toe cap Zip side

Composite midsole Anti-static

Steel midsole Heat resistant

Metal free Slip resistant

Insulated lining Impact resistant ankle

Vegan friendly

Code: ST460M

Sizes:  
5 – 12

Light Year Meteor Composite, Breathable, Metal-Free Hiker Boots

 • Lightweight boot
 • Full length, removable cushioned footbed
 • Full 3D breathable lining
 • Padded collar and tongue for comfort
 • Comfortable and flexible
 • Oil and hear resistant out-sole
 • EN20345 S3 SRC

V12 Caiman Waterproof IGS Composite Boots

 • Waterproof and breathable hiker boots combining a nubuck-feel 
finish and woven-fibre upper
 • A lightweight composite midsole and toe cap make the Caiman 
incredibly comfortable, reducing fatigue
 • A shock-absorbing, reinforced heel and a scuff cap make the 
boots very durable; and the innovative IGS sole unit provides 
superior grip and stability
 • Compliance: EN ISO 20345 S3 HRO WR SRC

Sizes:  
3 – 14

Code: V1501.01

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Keeping cool & hydrated

Bottled Water

 • 24 x 500ml
 • Perfect for on site hydration and keeping 
the team cool

Code: CE3BW5

Squash 

 • 1ltr 
 • Great-tasting fruit squash range has no 
artificial colours or flavours, making it the 
perfect choice

Flavour: Code: 
Apple & blackcurrant CE3SQ1
Orange CE3SQ2

Water Cooler comes with 
Cup Holder

 • Easy hydration on site
 • Various sizes as below

Size: Code: 
110V New CE7WC-110NEW
110V Reconditioned CE7WC-110RC
240V New CE7WC-240NEW
240V Reconditioned CE7WC-240RC

Plastic Pint Cups

 • Box of 1000
 • Disposable and recyclable
 • 568ml

Code: CE3PPC1

7oz Clear Plastic Cups

 • Box of 1000
 • Disposable and recyclable

Code: CE3CPC1

12oz Triple Walled Cup

 • Box of 500
 • Premium and stylish ripple cup is 
triple walled for added insulation and 
protection against heat transfer
 • No need for clutch sleeves
 • Made from sustainable paper
 • Please enquire about lids

Biodegradable & Compostable 
Single Walled Paper Cups

 • Box of 1000
 • Made from quality paper which is 
sustainably sourced and provides 
superior levels of insulation
 • Internal bioplastic lining derived from  
a natural and renewable resource
 • 100% biodegradable and compostable;   
in just 6-8 weeks our paper cups can be 
turned into plant fertiliser
 • Please enquire about lids

Size: Code: 
8oz CE3SBC8
12oz CE3SBC12

Size: Code: 
12oz CE3TWC12

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Portable Air Conditioning Unit

 • Enviromentaly-friendly refrigerant R410A
 • Noise level 50dB(A) with 12hr timer, 
remote control and 2 fan speeds
 • 1yr guarantee
 • Air flow: 300m3/h
 • Temperature range: 18–35°C
 • Up to 24hrs programmable timer
 • Self-diagnose capability and  
water-full safety
 • Easy to move around with rolling casters
 • Extendable exhaust hose (up to 1.5m)
 • White

Size: Code: 
2900W, 10,000 BTU CE8AC10
1100W, 9000 BTU CE8AC9

240V Table Top Fridge

 • 44cm x 52cm
 • With door shelf, adjustable fridge  
shelf, adjustable thermostat and adjustable feet
 • Electronic control and sensor

Code: CE7TF1

Code: CE7F15

Undercounter Fridge

 • 820mm(H) x 470mm(W) x 440mm(D)
 • Two door balcony shelves, two glass shelves, and crystal salad crisper with glass cover
 • Internal light and adjustable thermostat
 • Fridge net capacity: 92ltr (3.24 cu.ft.) CFC/HFC free
 • Refrigerant R600a
 • Climate class: ST
 • White 

Desk Fan

 • 300mm (12")
 • With non-tilt base and three  
speed settings

Code: CE8DF12

Pedestal Fan

 • 16” 
 • Easy to assemble with three polypropylene 
blades and has a safety mesh which covers 
the blades when the fan is being used
 • Comes with a 600mm cross base for support
 • 40W
 • 230V
 • 1.8m cord length
 • CE marked
 • White

Code: CE8PF16

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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To support a fast and efficient 
delivery of safety, welfare and 
site equipment to your sites, our 
Support Hub is the service we 
provide when you sign up to an 
online account with us.

Our website allows simple navigation  
to find the products you need and offers  
a one-stop-shop to review all your orders, 
invoices and proof of delivery documents  
in one place.

Personal service
•  Create a centralised portal to approve site requisitions

•  View company specific and bespoke branded products

•  Allows company to access agreed discounted price lists

•  Add company favourite products to a specific account to promote certain products 

•  Access to personal documents such as bespoke brochures and order forms

•  View your order history to identify trends in spending

Easy ordering

•  Simple website navigation to find relevant products to purchase or place requisitions

•  Review all your orders, requisitions and invoices in one place

•  All Proof of Delivery links available for download, saving time for your finance team

•  In addition to company favourites, add individual favourite products for quick, easy  
and repeat ordering

•  Search and sort function on invoices allows easy access to invoices by date, cost and 
invoice number

•  Add any extra details for delivery via our special instruction box 

Full support

•  Details of your dedicated account manager 

•  Our customer support team will check and verify your order

Online ordering made simple

Register an account at onsite-support.co.uk 

Or contact us for more information on 01293 744 444


